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Responses of turtle assemblage to environmental
gradients in the St. Croix River in Minnesota and
Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Deahn M. DonnerWright, Michael A. Bozek, John R. Probst,

and Eric M. Anderson

Abstract: We investigated how environmental gradients measured along the St. Croix River in Minnesota and
Wisconsin, U.S.A., influenced the turtle assemblage. Among seven species, the five most common species were
generalists and had wide distributions throughout the study area. However, patterns in assemblage structure were
related to environmental gradients along the river. Sex ratios were male-dominated for the five most common species,• I

•_ o'_ • and few or no juveniles were captured during the study. The first two canonical axes of a canonical correspondence• O'_ _ I analysis accounted for 92.7% of the variation in species-environment gradients. Most of the variation in distributionr'-t rdt o'_
,-4 _ _ • co and abundance was attributed to gradients in channel morphology and physical characteristics along the river channel.
0t • .M _O5
t_ _ 0 0 " Abundances of common snapping (Chelydra serpentinal, false map (Graptemys pseudogeographica), and painted

"_ t) 4J _J ._ _ (Chrysemys picta bellii) turtles were associated with muck substrates and the number of basking sites (i.e., snags,
• -,-t 0) to r-,. rocks), which increased farther downstream. Abundance of spiny softshell turtles was closely related to increased water

_ _ _1_o_ _ • velocity and depth, which veere related to hydraulic control points in the river. Abundance of common map turtles was

,._N_ _ ._ ._t_ associated with the presence of open sandy areas, uniform channel bonom, and gravel substrates. Geomorphic changes
along the St. Croix River clearly influence the turtle assemblage and these specific relations should be considered in

_..r_ t_ _ efforts to preserve and restore components of the assemblage.
0_" t_ R_sum_ : Nous avons examind comment les gradients environnementaux mesurrs le long de la rivi_re Ste-Croix au

_ '_ 4..l_"tto _ O Minnesota et le Wisconsin. I_-U, influencent les associations de tortues. Parmi sept esp_ces, les cinq plus communes

£_ ':_ _"_ 6talent grnrralistes et leur rrpartition ,tait bien 6tendue dans toute la zone de l'rtude. Cependant, les associations
-, _ _ _ O cl 6talent reli_es 5. des gradients environnementaux sp_cifiques le long de la rivi_re. Les rapports m_les : femelles 6latent

_ _ sup_rieurs _ 1 chez les cinq esprces les plus communes et peu de juveniles (ou aucun) ont 6t_ captures au tours dea,e  ors0un0c oon,qo
_:_ _ r_ _ _ variation des gradients esp_ces.environnement. La part la plus importante de la variation dans la nSpartition et

" " l'abondance 6tait attribuable 5. des gradients morphologiques du canal principal de la rivi_re eta des gradients des
"_ _ _4_ _4_ • caractrristiques physiques de ce canal. L'abondance des Chdlydres serpentines (Chelydra serpentina), des Fausses

_'_--_-t T_rtuesg6_graphiques(G_apter_spseud_ge_graphica)etdesT_rtuespeintes(Chrysemyspictabelli)_taitass_ci_eauxsubstrats boueux et au hombre de sites de repos au soleil (i.e. enchevrtrements de vrgdtation, pierres), plus abondants
" en aval. L'abondance des Tortues-molles 5.6pines augmentait en fonction de la vitesse du courant et de la profondeur,

elles-mEmes relides 5. des points de regulation hydraulique dans le cours d'eau, L'abondance des Tortues grographiques
6tait associre 5 la presence de zones ouvertes sablonneuses, de fonds uniformes et de substrats de gravier. Les

cbangements gromorphologiques le long de la rivi_re Ste-Croix influencent clairement les associations de mrtues et les
efforts de conservatton et de restauration des populations de tortues doivent tenir compte de ces relations sprcifiques.

[Traduit par la R_daction]

Introduction exploitation, and habitat alteration and degradation te.g., wet-
land drainage, fragmentation, pollution, sedimentatmnt are

The rapid decline in turtle populations, including many the major reasons suggested for declines tDodd 1990; Congdon
"'common" species in North America. has increased the at- et al. 1993: LaClaire 1995: Lovich 1995_. As riparian areas

tention given to investtgating the status of natural turtle pop- and aquatic systems continue to be drained, degraded, and
ulations (Lovich 1995t. Turtles' life-histor_ traits (e.g., low isolated, riverine systems will play an increasingly important
annual reproductive success, delayed sexual maturity i, over- role in maintaining the ecological processes necessary to
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maintain regional populations in the future (Naiman et al. because of different levels of managentent and human use. as well
1993 ). as differences in chamtel characteristics.

Ensironmental gradients can has'e a significant influence Basin topography ahmg the St. Croix Ri_er is primarily rolling
on the community composition of turtle assemblages. Few glacial terrain ranging from fiat outwash phdns to knob and kettle
stadies have been conducted on species distributions and end moraines. Our study area encompassed a 100-kin segment ofthe St. Croix River from 2 km south of the Snake River to 3 km
community composition of turtle assemblages in riverine south of the Apple River tributary (Fig. 1). In the upper study
systems. Abundances of different turtle species iu rivers reach, the river typically has one main channel that meanders
have been associated with local factors such as channel through outwash plains on the Wisconsin side and glacial till on
width (Shively and Jackson 1985), water depth (Plummer the Minnesota side. The channel has a low relief with an average
1977; Bury 1979: Pluto and BeUis 1986), emergent vegeta- gradient of 0.15 m/kin (Fago and Hatch 1993). A few small islands
lion _Buhlmann and Vaughan 1991: Giovanetto 1992), cur- exist, and are forested with sand banks or are sandy, open islands
rent velocity (Pluto and Bellis 1986: Buhlmann and Vaughan with scattered trees and herbaceous vegetatmn. In this area of the
[991 b. and number and availability of resting/basking sites river, small (<15 ha) marsh areas occur but are disjunct from the
(Williams and Christiansen 1981: Shively and Jackson 1985: main channel Glenn-Lewin et aL 1992 and the riparian areas of

stream banks are primarily wooded or grassy and essentially free
Pluto and Bellis 1986: Buhlmann and Vaughan 1991: ofdevelopmem.
Fuselier and Edds [994 . However. m few of these studies Below the dam. the St. Croix River travels through a steep rock
were large sections of rivers covered or more than one spe- gorge, St. Croix Dalles. formed from retreating glacial waters tra-
cies invesugated. Understanding the underlying mechanisms versing basaltic bedrock. Within this area. the river is deep and
affecting turtle assemblages and population processes in fast. Once through the Dalles. the river gradient drops, the channel
riverine systems will require a larger scale view that encom- widens, and the current slows _0.09 m/km: Fago and Hatch 1993.

passes community dynamics, spatial distributions of commu- The river becomes braided with multiple channels and large for-
attics, and the influence of abiotic and biotic factors on ested islands. In Ihis reach, the rwer has flowing, deep*river.

community patterns, marshy areas that grade into shallow areas that have exposed banks
and mud flats: it also has some isolated marshy areas that become

We investigated the spatial variation of turtle species connected to the river during high glows tGlenn-Lewin et al.
along 100 km of the St. Croix River in Minnesota and Wis- 1992 . In contrast to the upper reach, residential and commercial
consm. U.S.A., to examine what features of a river environ- development ts prommem along the shorelines.
meat are importam in structuring turtle assemblages.
Additionally, we assessed longitudinal changes tn commu- Trapping
nity structure. Community structure and function in macro- Twelve study sites, each 1.6l km in thalweg length mriver
invertebrate and fish communities have been found to shift mile"k were established throughout the study area (Fig. l/. At each
in response to longitudinal gradients m stream characteris- study site, an equal number of traps flour in June. seven in July-
tics such as temperature, water depth, current velocity, and August) were set and mn simultaneously during June-August m
substrate (Hynes 1970: Minshall et al. 1985}. Longitudinal 1994 and 1995. Traps were initially set at even intervals within

changes in turtle communities, however, have not been eval- each study site. but often had to be moved because of variable wa-
uuted We also presenl sex ratios and size-age structures, mr levels or vandalism. When moved, however, traps were set in
which are important demographic parameters for conserva- the same general location and placed in approximately the same lo-
tion work and may reflect additional pressures influencin2 catmn in both 1994 and 1995 to maintain effort within each site

Turtles were trapped with commercial nylon hoop nets (1.5 _
the internal structure of the turtle community, long x 0.8 m diameter hoops; with 2.5-5.0 cm nylon mesh (Lagler

1943: Legler 1960I. The traps were baited every other day with
canned sardines, chicken livers, and creamed corn. Overall. turtles

Materials and methods were collected during 10 25I trap-nights ,i.e.. one trap set for t
night). Traps that collapsed or were unable to capture turtles _e.g..
a hole in the trap) were excluded from analysis. Trapping effort

Study area was not significantly different among study sites _ANOVA. F =
tn 1968. the St. Croix-Namekagon rivers and their riparian at- 0.09. P = 1.0).

eas were established as a National Scenic Riverway ,Wild and Sce-
nic Rivers Act. Public Law 90-542. to preserve their outstanding Captured turtles were aged, sexed, weighed, measured, individu-
scemc, recreational cultural, and biotic values. Because f_w rivers ally marked, and released at the capture point. Maximum carapace
in the United States have this level of protection, the St. Croix and plastron lengths and widths were recorded to the aearest
River provides an opportunity to study turtle assemblages and their 0.1 mm using graduated calipers. Minimurn carapace lengths
habitat associations along a relativel 3 undisturbed and high-quality reported in the literature were used to classify an individual's
river, particularly in the upper reaches. The St. Croix River. a approximate age as adull d.c.. sexually maturel or juvenile (i.e..
sixth-order stream, flows 276 km from its headwaters at Solon sexually immature: Vogt 1981a: Ernst et al. 1994_. Adult turtles

Springs. Wisconsin, to its confluence with the Mississippi River at were sexed by examining external secondary sex characteristicstsee Ernst et ah 1994_ Each turtle was individually marked bv
Prescott. Wisconsin (Fago and Hatch 1993: Fig. I_. It is essentially
free-flowing except for a small dam near its headwaters and an notching marginal scutes (Cagle t939'_ using a cordless Dremel
18 m high hydroelectric dam at Tavlors Falls. Minnesota. This dam bdinimite Model 750 with a No, 199 high-speed cutter bit. Soft-

- " shell nmles were marked along their shell margnt using a paper
represents the division between the upper and lower basins, which hole punch tDoody and Tamplin 1992) or a triangular notch.
also divides management strategies used b_, the U.S. Deparnnent
of the Interior National Park Service. Management upstream of the
dam is primarily oriented toward the river's natural scenic value. Habitat characteristics
while below the dum, management is directed more toward recre- To _ssess differences in turtle commu try composition in rela-
atmnal use The dam ut Tavlors Falls is used m this paper to dehn- non to n'.er channel and physical characterzsucs, habuat ,_artable_
eate me upper reaches from the lower reaches of the stud5 area were measured in August 1995. At each site. mean and maximum
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Fig. l. Study areu on the St. Croix River in Minnesota and Wisconsin: numbers 1-12 represent study sites used to assess _ariation in
compc,'dlion and structure of turtle species assemblages and habitat in June-Augu_,t of t994 and 1995.
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water depth, coefficient of variation (CV'_ for depth, channel width, then averaged for each stte Mean site velocity was calculated by
bank slopes, mean stream velocity, bottom substrates, area of open dividing U.S. Geological Service stream-flow data (i.e.. daily dis-
sand banks/bars, number of basking locations, and site latitude charge) by the cross-sectional area of water determined from the
were recorded. Five equally spaced transects were placed perpen- transects. At each stud2 s_te. available basking locations consisting
dicular to the river's thalweg, and 25 sampling points were equally of logs (i.e.. snags) or rocks separated from shore were counted.
_paced along each transect. [f transects intersected islands. 25 Groups of fallen branches or submerged n'ees were counted as
points were measured on both sides of the island. A chart depth re- one basking location. During June 1995. the area of open sand
corder (Eagle Maeh II Computer Graph) was used m obtain a banks/bars was estimated by multiplying the length of these areas
cross-sectional profile of the river along each transect, which was by their width.
used to measure water depth and bottom suhstrate at each sampling
point and to help esnmate mean stream velocity for each study site.
Bottom substrates were categorized as rock/gravel, sand. or muck. Statistical methods
The river was usually shallow enough to allow substrate composi- Simple linear regressions were used to describe the abundance
tion to be determined visually: however, when visibilit} was fire- of each turtle species as a function of each habitat variable. Alpha
ited. we probed the bottom with a pole m determine texture by was set at P-< 0.05. To further explore the relation between the tur-
feel. In deeper wamr. we esnmated substrates from the graph tie community distributions and multiple habitat variables, canoni-
ouiput: a thicker bottom was related to silt. while a thin bottom cal corresponaence analysis (CCAt was performed using the
was related to gravel, based on test observatmns in shallow Ioca- soliware CANOC'O(version 3.0: ter Braak 1987a,. CCA is a direct
tions on the St. Croix River. Depth measmvments were calibrated gradient analysis method that uses species" relative abundance data
against known elevations a[ each site and adjusted for water fluctu- ,rOEoccurrence data, and environmental data collected at different
a[mns that occurred between habitat sampling dates. The CV of the s_tes to derive synmeuc gradients (i.e.. orthogonal onlination axes
depth measurements at each study site was tlsed as an indicator of fron_ the measured envlromuental variables that maxml]ze niche
channel_bottom variability. Digital orlhophoto quads were used to separauoll among specms _ter Bnlak 1986. 1987b: ter Braak and
estimate the channel widtll along each transect and widths were Verdonschot 1995t. Species separation is achieved using beta dl-
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versity or the dissimilarity in community composition among sites. Sex ratios

Ordination diagrants (bipkas or triph)ts) are deri',ed to help xisual- Overall. sex ratio'; of the most abundant species were sig-
ize patterns of communiLvvariability and main features of specie:, nificamly skewed to,._,ard ntales, although sex ratios "_aried
distributions along en,.ironmentalgradients IterBraak 1987b: ter Braak among sites ('Fable 1 . Significantly mnre female than male
and Verdonschot 1995). spiny softsbell turtles were captured in one upper study site

To better approximate a normal distribution, bottom substrates (0.36:1; X2 = 4.17. P < 0.05). Male:female sex ratios were as
were arcsine-transformed and areas of open sandy banks/bars were high as 4.0 for spiny softshell, 5.0 for snapping, 6.0 forsquare-root transformed. The remaining variables, except basking
sites, slope, and velocity, which were normally distributed, were painted, 3,7 for common map, and 17.0 for false map turtles.
logarithmically (log m + 1) transformed. A preliminary correlation
matrix was examined, and highly correlated variables were ex- Size-age structures
eluded from the CCA analysis (DonnerWright 1997). Percent In spiny softshell, painted, common map, and false map
gravel was omitted because of its high correlation with latitude tr = turtles, females had significantly greater mean carapace lengths
0.87) and inverse relationship with muck (r = 4).71). Maximum (CL) than males (Table 2). Conversely, male snapping turtles
depth was omitted because of its high correlations with mean depth had a significantly greater mean CL than females. Frequency
(r = 0.86) and bottom variability (CV of depth: r = 0.82). Percent distributions of CLs for males of all species and for female
sand was omitted because it did not vary greatly among study sites, snapping turtles were skewed toward the larger size classes,CCA was performed with the remaining nine variables: mean water
depth, bottom variability (CV of depth), channel width, bank slope, which was expected with longqived species with continual
mean stream velocity, percent muck, basking sites, latitude, and growth. However, the length frequencies for female spiny
area of open sandbars/banks, softshell turtles, and to a lesser extent common map and

painted turtles, showed a slightly bimodal distribution, with
a smaller number of females in the middle size classes (Fig. 3).

Sex ratios Few juveniles were captured (Fig. 3). Among spiny soft-
Heterogeneity Z-"tests corrected for continuity were used to ana- shell turtles, less than 2% of the captures (n = 8) were juve-

lyze sex ratios against a 1:1 sex ratio (Sokal and Rohlf 1969) and niles. Juveniles composed 11,5% of the overall captures of
to determine whether proportions were homogeneous among sites, snapping turtles. However, the upper reach yielded 16.2%Only adult turtles whose sex could be confidently determined were
used for sex-ratio comparisons. Immatttre females were not in- juveniles, while the lower reach contained only 10.5% jure-
dude& however, they were included in size comparisons, niles. Common map turtle captures contained 5% juveniles.

No juvenile painted or false map turtles were captured.

River habitat characteristics
Habitat characteristics were qaite variable among study

Resulls sites (Fig. 4). Longitudinal trends were most noticeable for
bottom substrate and number of basking sites, while profiles

Distribution and abundance of several river characteristics had abrupt peaks. Bottom-
During 2 years of sampling, we captured 1204 turtles and substrate particle sizes became smaller downstream: gravel

recaptured 165, Species caught were Blanding's (Emydoidea decreased as muck increased. The basking locations in-
blandingii), common map (Graptemys geographical, corn- creased in number in the lower study sites and consisted
mon snapping (Chelydra serpentinal, false map (Graptemys mainly of fallen logs. while the basking locations in the up-
pseudogeographica), spray softshel] (Apalone spinifera), per study sites were mostly rocks. Maximum depth and
western painted tChrysemys picta bellii _.and wood tClemmys mean channel width increased slightly downstream, except
insculpta) turtles. Spiny softshell tunics were the most frequent- for depth at site 7 and width at site 11. The wider sections of
ly trapped (47%). followed by snapping turtles (20%). corn- the river te.g., sites 11 and 12) had more muck substrates
mon map turtles (16%), painted turtles /12%). and false and basking locations. Water velocity decreased in these
map turtles r4%) across all sites combined. Snapping, sites as well. especially at site Ii
spiny softshell, common map, and painted turtles were dis-
tributed continuously across the entire study area. False map Species-habitat relations
turtles occurred only in the lower six sites. Blanding's and Linear regression showed that painted turtle abundance
wood turtles were captured on only one and five occasions, was positively related to percent muck, channel width, and
respectively, number of basking sites (Table 3). False map turtle abun-

The abundances of species varied across sites, and in most dance showed significant posttive relationships with latitude.
cases did not gradually increase or decrease downstream bank slope, and percent muck. Significant positive relation-
(Fig. 2). Instead, each species' distribution displayed peaks ships were also found between spiny softshell abundance
illustrating where it was more abundant along the rtver and mean depth and velocity, and significant positive reta-
/Fig. 21. However. the total number of turtles (i.e.. all spe- tionships occurred between snappmg turtle abundance and
cies combinedJ captured in the study sites below the dam percent muck. number of basking sites, and channel width
was significantly greater than in the study sites above the (Table 3). No significant rehttionship was found between
dant (t = 3.99, P < 0.01L For individual species, only the common map turtle abundance and any measured habitat
snapping and spiny softshell turtles _the two most common characteristic of the St, Croix River.
species) were caught more frequently in the lower study For CCA. the first two axes explained 50.0 and 42.7%.
sites It = 3.75. P = 0.013, and t = 3.00, P = 0,013 respec- respectively, of the variation in species abundance among
tively_ sites. The species-conditional triplot (Fig. 5) accounted for
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Fig. 2. Numbers of turtles captured using hoop nets at 12 study sites along the St. Croix River in June-August of 1994 and 1995.
Sites 1-6 represent the upper St. Croix: sites 7-12 represent the lower St. Croix. Captures of Blanding's turtles (n = I capturel and
_ood turtles ( = 5 captures) are not showtl,
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93.6% of the variance in weighted averages of species tive to gradients in the number of basking sites, while false
with respect to the environmental variables: CCA axis 1 ac- map turtles were sensitive to channel width and percent
counted for 50.5% of the variance and CCA axis 2 ac- muck gradients. Both species occurred more in the wider.
counted for 43.1%. The number of basking sites and slope mucky sites with numerous basking sites False map turtles
were strongly related to axis I. and each was inversely re- had the highest optima for all three characteristics Larger
tared to the other (Fig. 5. Table 4'k Bottom variability (CV numbers of common map turtles were found in the slower.
of depth) was closely related to axis 2. Velocity and latitude shallow waters of the upper sites with a greater gravel corn-
were about equally associated with axes 1 and 2. The van- ponent, and more open sandy areas.
able percent muck had the strongest gradient (most impor- Both snapping and spiny softshell turtles were positioned
tam variable/, while mean depth had the weakest. Closely fairly close to the origin on both axes. indicating that they
related to each other were latitude and the amount of open were abundant in all sites and tolerated a wide variation in
sand, mean depth and velocity, and channel width and per- habitat characteristics, as the origin represents the grand
cent muck. Furthermore. latitude and the amount of open mean for all environmental variables. Both species' positions
sand were almost inversely related to channel width and per- are approximately the same along the CCA axis 2 but are
cent muck. opposite along axis 1. Snapping turtles were sensmve to

The ordination triplot (Fig. 5) illustrates the influence of channel width and percent muck gradients, occurring more
multiple habitat variables on the distribution of the five most abundantly in the wider sites with muck substrates and more
common turtle species captured Painted turtles ,,,,'ere sensi- basking sites. Spiny softshell turtles were sensitive to mean
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+ e e o water depth and velocitv gradients, occarrin£ more abun-

+. .. _ _ _ _: -4 -4 4 dantly in deeper, faster waters.
?'<l -- -- --

= a - - _ _ Discussion

] r J - This study focused on spatial and compositiona chan_,es
in the turtle community (i.e., distribution and abundance)

+ - e._- oJ _ - r..- r-- along the St, Croix River as they relate to chan_in_ channel
_" _ _ and habitat characteristics. Congdon et al. (1986) suggested
•_ i - that habitat suitability was a primary factor in determinim,

species-specific densities and biomass in turtle populations.
_-, _ _ z, r- m _ - r- - m _ e_ _ m _'. The presence and relatively stable abundance of the common
-- ¢ e, ..v. _ ,+<_ - _ - ¢ a -_-_ m r-- species at each study site (i.e., their ordination toward the
= center of the canonical axes) show that these species had
= wide distributions along the river and tended to be general-
<_ _............:e _ _ _ _ _ _ m _ _ ,._ ists. However, the abundance of each species varied along

the river in association with several different river character-

- ++-+- _" Spiny softshell turtles were found to occur throughout the

"_ m _. _ c._,_ e.__ e-__,_,_._ - ._- _ ._- rivers of Iowa by Williams and Christiansen (1981), illus-
m ¢-_:¢ ¢., _ trating their widespread nature. However, these authors sug-

_: . gested that spiny softshell turtles were most commonly
_ - ._ - _ ,_ _-, _ ca m t- _ _ - - trapped near submerged brush and fallen trees, whereas our

= -: -: d, -: _ -: ,.-:c; .-: _ r.i _ _ _-i d results suggest their distribution was influenced more by wa-
'_ ter flow and depth. We found this species to be most abtm-

dant in sites with deep, fast water. Spi0.y softshetl turtlest", 'd_

._= _ ._ _ _ r--_, _ ,,g ,q e.!_-! _ o oq may be drawn to the faster and deeper parts of the St+ Croix
River because these segments may have the hydraulic char-

eq - - ,e ,_ _ m, c.__._,.e r-- ,.t .w _a _ acteristics of a larger river. Spiny softshell turtles are primar-
- _.-. e.J e, ily found in rivers or large lakes and have been reported to

"_: .._ _ ,-,-,- e_ r- e- e_ ,.g _ _.l _ r- _ -* prefer a soft bottom with some aquatic vegetation and sand-
to - _'_- :¢ _ ¢'_ bars or mud flats for basking/resting (Ernst et al. 1994).
•-: Additionally, Williams and Christiansen (1981) found that
_, t-- _ _ _ _ .._ - _ t-- _- ,_ o, -* _., _ females preferred open water more than males. Females

_ _,i 2 ...: _ ,,4 d ¢: =" - -, _ ,_. _, m £1 were more abnndant in the upper reaches of the St. Croix
__ River than males, which also suggests _hat there are se _:dit_
= ferences m habitat selection relating to behavior or food
_3 _ _-q-_ -g _ _ _ _. :_ ._ _-,0_ _' g_ preferences,
_. w _, eq -- t _ ..2 -.: t',i ed e,i e-i e,'q _,l

The distribution of snapping turtles reflects their general
_ _ _, _, _ _ - -_ ,._ _ _. _, _- r-- _ habitat use. with a slight preference for slower waters with a

a. soft bottom, abundant vegetation, and submerged logs, as
"2 .'a: was seen in other studies (Froese and Burghardt 1975: Major
._ _._ _ _ _.m _ _- _ _ _- _ _ "_ 1975:Emstetal. 19941 Galbraithetal.[19881foundhigher

.,a _ densities of snapping turtles m marshes and other eutrophic

,._ ._- _ r-- r-- ,,_ _-, e.-.w _ _--_ r-- ,_ _ _ bodies of water and felt that higher primary production in
terms of aquauc macrophytes in these areas was the primary

_ _. factor influencing densities. This may explain why greater
= _ numbers of snapping turtles were captnred in the lower sites.

_q '-2 ,q m _ _ --: --: _: _q L -: 'g m _ because the braided lower channel had a soft bottom and
_. _ _ ¢" _ - _ _ _" " - _ - - _ "_ _ contained many log piles and marsh-like areas with abun-

-_ .'_= dam vegetation. Painted turtles also prefer slow. shallow wa-
._, r-- :¢...._'. _- _ _ _ _-,mo* -_"_ _" _ '_ _ -_ ter with a soft bottom and abundant aquatic vegetation, often

- found in ponds, marshes, and river backwaters and at lake
= edges (Ernst et al. 19941. Their numbers along the nver re-
o _-, flected this prel_rence as well, but they were not as common

as snapping tnrtles and ntay not tolerate such factors as
_ faster flow and depth in some areas of the river. Basking

> > s tes were important to both painted aad snapping turtles but
• ._ _" _ probably for different reasons. While painted turtles actually

_u :+ ,+_ _ o use these sites to bask. snapping turtles will often use the
_,-, _. ,,r ,,-,,._,r-. _ _ _- e-__ ,_ _ _--- - - _ ,-- _ underside of logs to Mde and bury themselves in the softer
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Table 2. Comparison of carapace lengths of male and female turtles captured in the St. Croix River.

Carapace length (ram)

Turtle species Sex n Range Mean _+SE t P

Spiny softshell Male 272 131-223 173.5+_l.1 18.1 <0,01"
Female 206 130-4 l2 273.5±5.4

Snapping Male 129 202_.31 304,1±3.9 _l.88 <0.0 I*
Female 54 202-345 275.6±4.3

Painted Male 84 90-179 143.1± 1.8 2,52 0.01'
Female 44 94-197 154.6±4.2

Common map Male 86 101-145 123,7_+l.2 12.88 <0.01"
Female 73 104-258 192.8±5.2

False map Male 29 104-143 120.5-+l.7 3.08 0.01"
Female 11 95-24 l 176.6± 18.2

Wood Male 4 136-336 235.3±4.1 -
Female l 213

Blanding's Male l 249
Female 0

*Size differences were significandy different between lhe sexes (c_was set at P -<0.05t. Immature females are
included.

Fig. 3. Frequency histograms of carapace lengths of five species of turtles captured along the St. Croix River.
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Fig. 4. Illustrations of habitat characteristics measured at 12 stud x sites along the St. Croix River, August 1995. Site 1 i, the most
upstream site: sites 6 and 7 separate the upper and lower river.
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Table 3. Results of simple linear regressmns by independent variables of five species of turtles captured along the St. Croix River in
June-August of 1994 and 1995,

Spiny softshell Common map
turtle Snapping turtle turtle Painted turtle False map turtle

r_ p fl P r2 p fl P r2 p

Maximum depth 0.17 0.10 0.19" 0.09 -0.09 0.78 0.OI' 0.31 -0.19 0.67

Mean depth 0.52 0.01" OAT 0.14 -0.08 0.67 -0.03 _ 0.42 -0.12 0.53
CV depth 0.18" 0.65 0,20" 0.08 0.02 0.29 -0.09 _ 0.73 -0.24 0.85
Channel width -0.08 0.65 0.26" 0.05" -0.10 0.89 0.71 <0.01" 0.18_ 0,22

Bank slope 0.17 0.10 -0.10" 0,91 0.03 _ 0.27 0.05 _ 0.23 0.72 0.02*
Mean velocity 0.48 0.0l* 0.10' 0.17 -0,01 _ 0.37 0.13 _ 0.14 0.50 0.07
Percent muck -0.09 0.78 0.52' 0.01' -0.09 0.72 0.89 <0.01" 0.61 r 0.04*
Percent sand 0.00 0.34 0.03 0.28 -0.09 0.46 -0.03 T 0.42 -0.25 0.96

Percent gravel -0.02 0.41 0.25" 0.06 -0.07 0.58 0.15" 0.11 0.02 0.36
Area of sand banks/bars -0,03 0.42 0.00 0.34 0.23 0.07 -0.06" 0.54 0.29 0,16

No. of basking sites -0.07 0.59 0.30 0.04* -0.05 0.53 0.44 _ 0.01" 0.53_ 0.06
Latitude 0.13 0.14 0.67 <t).Ol _ -0.03 _ 0,44 0.09" 0.18 0.86 <0.01"

_Significant relationship ((x was set at P -<O.05r
'Based on log transfon'nation of dependent variable.
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Fig. 5. Canonical correspondence analysis ordination of the distributions of five turtle species along the St, Croix River. Environmental
variables are represented by vectors, species are represented by circles, and sites are represented by diamonds. The diagram is
interpreted by extending each arrow in the opposite direction and projecting a perpendicular line from the species or site scores to the
arrow to get a point on the arrow. This point corresponds to the approximate ranking of the weighted averages of the species (site)
with respect to the variable.
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Table 4. Weighted correlation matrix of environmental variables with canonical ordination axes.
Eigenvalues indicate the amount of variation explained in turtle assemblage - environmental variable
gradients by each canonical axis

Canonical axis

l 2 3 a

Eigenvalue* 0.196 150.6) 0.167 (43.1) 0.018 (4.7_ 0.007 (1.8)
Percent muck 0.83 _3.28 0.20 -0.01

No. of basking sites 0.74 0.04 0.26 -0.25
Channel width 0.69 -0.19 0.37 -0.08

CV depth 0.12 -0.60 -0.37 0.04
Mean depth -0.24 4).24 -0.44 0.09
Area of sand banks/bars -0.30 0.59 0.02 0.52

Mean velocity -0.46 _3.60 -0.59 0.12
Bank slope 4).57 0.07 -0.42 0.18
Latitude 4).61 0.44 0.33 _1.14

_Numbers in parentheses show the percentage of variation explained.

bottom created by the debris, or hide beneath stumps and ported to prefer areas with a soft bottom and abundant bask-
roots directly _Emst et al. 1994). thus effectively panntoning ing sites _Gordon and MacCulloch t980: Vogt 1981a:
habitat. Flaherty and Bider 1984: Pluto and Bellis 1986: Ernst et al.

River characteristics associated with common map and 1994). The relative unimportance of basking sites to com-
false map turtle abundances in this study were similar to mon map turtles in our study also agrees with Flaherty and
those reported by Fuselier and Edds _1994). who found corn- Bider (1984). who tbund few differences between site char-

mort map turtles at sites with gravel substrate and bare acteristics, including basking and nesting sites, in occupied
shorelines and false map turtles at sites with mud substrate and unoccupied bays of a lake in southwestern Quebec used
and more basking sites. As these authors noted, this differs by common map turtles. They hypothesized that social fnnc-
from other findings, where common map turtles were re- lion determined the distribution of turtles on the basking
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sites used. rather than the number and quality of basking been inadequately sampled, rather than rare. owing to the
sites. The importance of open sandy areas may indicate that trap type and reliance on baits (Ream and Ream 1966t and
areas of a river which receive light for a longer period dur- the placement of nets primarily in the main channel. Juve-
ing the day are attractive to common map turtles. Light had niles of many turtle species have been reported to occur
a weak indirect effect on Sabine map turtle (Geographica somewhat apart from adults and in shallower waters (Pluto
ouachitensis sabinensis) densities by increasing densities of and Bellis 1986; Congdon et al. 1992) However. we assumed
algae and insects, i.e., food for the turtles, and a weak direct that because the same trapping method and effort were used
influence by increasing basking opportunities (Shively and among sites, trapping bias remained consistent and the
Jackson 1985). On the other hand. Vogt (1981b) felt that observed differences in abundances for each species (i.e..
distributions of the common map turtle may be limited by species-specific variation among sites) likely reflects that
food availability instead of habitat characteristics. He found species' responses to factors affecting the population.
that common map turtles were mollusk specialists, while
false map turtles tended to be food generalists, The larger Conservation
number of common map turtles in the upper study reach These data provide the first comprehensive overview of
may be related to availability of their preferred food. the turtle community in the St. Croix River. For five of the

The occurrence of the five most common species in all seven species of turtles in this river, populations are cur-
sites and up to seven species at some sites suggests that some rently widespread and appear to be abundant. For the false
resource overlap is occurring, but to what degree is unknown, map turtle, the downstream study sites represented the north-
Wide degrees of resource overlap have been shown in ern extent of its distributional range. The rare captures of
turtle studies. In a study of three species of Graptemys. Blanding's and wood turtles probably occurred because
Fuselier and Edds (1994) found that species had wide habitat Blanding's turtles are specific to marsh habitats and wood
overlap, but habitats were partitioned and species could turtles are restricted to scattered locations throughout the re-
be grouped by specific habitat variables. Smooth softshell gion. Their use of the river, however, illustrates the impor-
turtles (Apalone mutica) and spiny softshell turtles were tance of riverine systems to all turtle species found within
found to have similar habitats and diet, but partitioned habi- the St. Croix River basin.
tats by having different feeding strategies, with the spiny The differences in numbers of the different species along
softshell turtles feeding primarily on the bottom and smooth the river show the influence of different channel characteris-
softshell turtles feeding more in the water column (Williams tics and patterns on turtle assemblages. The meandering chart-
and Christiansen 1981). Vogt (1981b) found three species of nel with gravel substrate in the upper sections of the river
Graptemys occupying similar habitats, but also partitioned were important to common map turtles, the fast, deep waters
resources by means of different feeding strategies and food attracted more spiny softsheU turtles, and the slower, back-
preferences. Berry (1975) found that two species of musk water areas in the lower, braided channels were preferred by
turtles (Sternotherus spp.) overlapped in habitat use, but snapping, painted, and false map turtles. Furthermore. the
competed for food resources where they were sympatric, locations of the rare species identified sections of the river
since they did not spatially or temporally partition food re- and associated riparian areas that were important to those
sources. Studies carried out in the tropics have shown wide species.
degrees of overlap in types of food eaten by different turtle The lower St. Croix watershed has become a human-
species, but food types are often partitioned (Vogt and dominated landscape with increased forest and rtparian frag-
Guzman 1988: Moll 1990: Teran et al. 1995_. Unfortunately, mentation, roads and access points along the river, develop-
diet was not investigated in our study because of the mten- ment in the riparian area. modification of geomorphological
sire and extensive nature of our sampling, river processes, and increased human recreational use of the

For the common species, one species was added down- riverway. Changes such as these may negatively affect turtle
stream, the false map turtle Longitudinal gradients in the populations, directly through increased human interactmns
abundances of individual turtle species, however, were not (e.g., traffic kills, harvesting, destroying nestsl and nest pre-
evident, probably because longitudinal gradients in the habi- dalton and indirectly through sedimentation, decreased water
tat characterisucs were not evident. A longitudinal gradient quality, removal of woody debris used as basking sites, and
may have been evident if the study area had been extended other shoreline riparian modifications.
farther upstream, where the river narrows and becomes in- Turtle life-histor_ traits, including a long reproductive life
fluenced by a forest canopy, or extended downstream, where and high adult survivorship, are tempered by high mortalit3
the river widens and becomes more lentic. Additionally, the rates of eggs and first-year juveniles, resulting in low annual
small number of study sites may have precluded detection of recruitment (Ernst et al. 1994j. Modeling efforts using data
downstream gradients in habitat characteristics, from long-term studies have shown that survival rates of

The observed relative species abundances were subject to adult turtles had the largest effect on the intrinsic rate of

species-specific trapping bias and the assumption that each growth and that turtle populations cannot sustain increased
individual had the same probability of being sampled. Often adult mortality, especially when juveniles are few t Brooks et
these assumptions are false tReam and Ream t966,. Map al. 1991: Congdon et ah [993: Garber and BmNer 1995:
and painted turtles probably occurred in higher propornons Cunnington and Brooks 1996I. In this study, low nnmbers of
within the cmnmunity but were insufficiently trapped with jnveniles of all species were captured. However. more de-
baited hoop nets. Both species wmdd have been trapped tailed, targeted work shotdd be conducted to estimate jure-
more efficiently with basking trap.-,, but using another trap- nile composition along the river more adequately. Because
ping method was not f_asible. Also. juveniles may have pressures on and disturbances of both adult and juvenile tur-
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ties found in the St. Croix River are likely to increase with Fago. D.. and Etatch. J. t993. Aquatic resources of the St. Croix
tinte, protecting diverse areas along the river with different ri_er basin. In Proceedings of the S.,,mposium on Restoration
channel characteristics and patterns, instead of only nesting Planning l\)r the Ri;ers of the .Mi:,si-,_,ippi River Ecosystem.
areas, may be one of the most important factors contributing Rapid City, South Dakota. September 1992. Edited b.v L.W.
to the long-term viability of these turtle populations. Hesse, C.B. Stalnaken N.G. Benson. and J.R. Zuboy. U.S. De-

partment of the Interior, National Biological Survey, Washing-
ton, D.C. pp. 23-56.
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